01 November 2016 – 30 November 2016
The report highlights that Facebooks primary target audience is females aged 35-44 years
old while Twitters primary target audience is males aged between 25-34 years old. This
helps for the appropriate content to be scheduled. The report will show more details of the
interactions and engagements of these social channels.

November:

October:

Visit Abingdon has a strong presence on social media which has greatly increased over the
last month.
Impressions: 78,404 an increase of 22,069 since last month
Engagements: 1,072 an increase of 381 since last month
Link clicks: 540 an increase of 432 since last month

November:

October:

Impressions: The number of people who have seen the Facebook posts through underpaid
distribution is 38,886 an increase of 12,155 since last month.
Post engagements: The number of people who have interacted with the Facebook posts
over November is 456 an increase of 233 since last month.
Link clicks: The number of people who have clicked on links within posts on Facebook during
November is 456 an increase of 413 since last month.

There has been an increase in audience growth by 3.4% on Facebook since the last month.

Visit Abingdon received 38,886 impressions in November.
Visit Abingdon reached 15,508 users over November.
Females aged between 35-44 contributed the most to impressions on Facebook with 79.3%
of the impressions coming from females.

Visit Abingdon achieves a high number of impressions each month showing that posts are
engaging the target audience.
There were 25,482 organic impressions through November which shows general interest in
the Town Centre by individuals actively looking for Visit Abingdon news rather than through
paid promotion of the town.
While there were 13,404 viral impressions that show Visit Abingdon has had high interest
in posts with views from people outside of the page’s following.

The most engaging posts on Visit Abingdon’s Facebook this month were news articles from
the The Herald which shows that a residence’s interest in ‘official’ Abingdon news. This was
followed by sharing of posts from local shop traders – post shared from Oriental Food Micro
Mart Abingdon.

November:

October:

Organic Impressions: The number of people who have seen the Twitter posts through
underpaid distribution is 39,518 an increase of 9,914 since last month.
Total engagements: The number of people who have interacted with the Twitter posts over
November is 616 an increase of 148 since last month.
Link clicks: The number of people who have clicked on links within posts on Twitter during
November is 84 an increase of 19 since last month.

Visit Abingdon’s Twitter following has increased by 6.6% over the last month.

The above graph shows the increased interactions from Visit Abingdon’s Twitter posts which
highlights the twitter page gets a high number of retweets and likes. The number of
engagements with the site has increased by 20.3% since the last month.

The above graph shows that the majority of Visit Abingdon’s Twitter posts include images,
followed by page links.
The tweeting behavior for the site shows that we have a mix of conversation and updates
with conversations with other accounts increasing by 5% on last month for results to show
as 21% conversation, 79% updates.

